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18 May 2009 
 

Keeping Our Clients Connected to the Globe 

In the interests of providing our clients with the best research and investment ideas possible, 

we recently visited 3 of the world’s major financial centres and met with over 50 leading 

professionals in the fields of investment, economics, private banking and business 

management. 

Our findings highlighted the need that our clients so often express for independent advice 

about investing in both Australia and the world. 

Highlights of our research include:  

� Government intervention will become ubiquitous in all aspects of our lives 

� China is now the only major force that will help both the Asian region and Australia 

emerge from this recession 

� Portfolios need strategy planning today for the rampant inflation of the future 

� The US Dollar is a structurally flawed currency 

� Opportunities have emerged in the global bonds and + convertibles asset classes 

� We are not entering the Second Great Depression – policy response has been the opposite 

to the causes of the First Great Depression, but financial markets remain fragile 

� The World’s major financial institutions will be rescued before creating the possibility of a 

systemic banking meltdown 

� Interest in gold bullion is at its highest levels in 35 years 

� Portfolio real returns may be negative unless there is active management through a period 

of what will be protracted volatility 

� Capital preservation can only be achieved through diversification of asset classes, countries 

and currencies 

We look forward to meeting with you in order to invest and structure your wealth for which 

BMF have the proven capability through our extensive global knowledge and reach. 

Yours sincerely, 
 

The Directors of The Directors of The Directors of The Directors of     

BMF Asset Management  

and  

BMF International Asset Management 
 
Note: This newsletter constitutes general advice only and should not be relied upon without consulting your financial adviser 


